"KIND ATTENTION TO THE TAMIL NADU ELECTRICITY LOW TENSION CONSUMERS"

The Low Tension Electricity Consumers (Residential, Commercial Establishment, etc.) of TANGEDCO have the option of making Advance C.C. Payment both through Online and Section Counters. Through the Advance C.C. Charges Payment, the consumers can get the following benefits:

i) Avoidance of Disconnection of Service Connections due to non-payment of C.C. Charges in time,

ii) the consumers can get interest for the Advance C.C. paid and will be adjusted against their future c.c. charges demand,

iii) In the case of non-availability of the occupier in their home for long time, the advance c.c. paid will be adjusted automatically against their future C.C. Charges demand,

Hence the Electricity consumers are requested to make use of TANGEDCO’s Advance Payment of C.C. Charges facility and get the benefit of avoidance of disconnection of supply for non-payment of electricity dues and also earn interest for their advance c.c. paid."